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Canadian Covid Care Alliance �CCCA� released a video presentation in a 51-slide display that showed
inadequacies, errors and acts of fraud in the Pfizer trials

Shocking New Video By Canadian Doctors
Shows Massive Fraud In Pfizer’s Clinical Trials

For Its Vaccine

The COVID World post date: January 1st, 2022

The Canadian Covid Care Alliance (CCCA), a group of over 500 independent Canadian
doctors, scientists and health care practitioners, has released a video presentation
called “The Pfizer Inoculations For COVID�19 – More Harm Than Good” and the evidence
it presents about Pfizer’s safety trials for its mRNA vaccine is truly shocking.

The full 40-minute video presentation by the group includes PDF slides that show
evidence that Pfizer misrepresented data to hide the fact that their COVID injections
came with an increased risk of illness and death when compared to the placebo group in
their trial.

Their analysis continues and explains how Pfizer failed to follow established, high-quality
safety and efficacy protocols for vaccine development as everything was done in under a
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Pfizer deliberately minimized the injuries caused to Maddie de Garay

year and animal testing was skipped. 

The detailed presentation also shows how Pfizer deliberately minimized the injuries
caused to Maddie de Garay, who became paralyzed from the waist down after
participating in the Pfizer Clinical Trials for 12 to 15-year-olds in December 2020.

De Garay still needs a wheelchair to get around and a feeding tube for nourishment a
year after the trials.

The concluding slide of the presentation contains the following points:

– It’s clear that Pfizer – and the agencies overseeing their trials – failed to
follow established, high quality safety and efficacy protocols right from
the beginning.

– We have presented Level 1 evidence of harm from Pfizer’s own trial
data. Any government which has approved these inoculations, much less
mandated them, knew or should have known from the available data that
harm would be caused to its citizens.

– Any government that approved this medical intervention for its
citizens should have ensured that the trial had used the appropriate
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clinical endpoints and high quality safety science.

– Any government official who possesses this evidence and continues
to allow its citizens to be inoculated with a toxic agent is, at the very
least, negligent.

Watch the full video presentation here:

Please support our ongoing work.
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Previous: Dimitri Ndina: Healthy 57�Year-Old Doctor Falls ill With Blood Clots Shortly After
Receiving Pfizer Vaccine, Dies Of “COVID�19”
Next: SHOCK Around The World As Second Melbourne Person Sets FIRE To Himself While
Screaming About Vaccine Mandates
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74  COMMENTS

denis dombas

  24 days ago

the point of scamdemic is to inject people with genome substances that are not
vaccines

to depopulate planet as planned!

74 Reply

Michael Smallwood

 Reply to    24 days ago

You know it. They will all be dead in 5 years.

36 Reply

Fred

 Reply to    21 days ago

Not all but maybe 20%

4 Reply

The Davidtollah
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One must ask, “Why the insane drive to vaccinate people in age groups (the

young) who are not particularly at risk from COVID?” Well, these are the people

who have not yet bred. If you wanted to reduce the population, there’s no need to

kill anyone (everyone gonna die, eventually, anyway), just hinder the ability of the

upcoming two generations, say, by sterilizing a significant percentage of them via

a regimen of vaccinations.

I’m not saying the vaccines aren’t killing people outright – they are. I’m saying if

that was the plan, it would not be terribly effective to just kill off a few hundreds

of thousands of people who already have children and grandchildren. Hindering

reproduction in the next generation or two, who have not yet had children, would

be a far more effective method to reduce the population over time.

23 Reply

Jay

 Reply to    21 days ago

Yes 100% correct.

6 Reply

Occhi Pinti

 Reply to    19 days ago

Your ignorance is profound. The folks who get hospitalized without being

vaccinated are mostly not getting to go home. They end up (go see the

trucks) in refrigerated, 53-foot 18-wheelers, awaiting claim, and burial

arrangements if any family is left to claim their remains. If every one of you

had gotten vaccinated, the plague would have had no HOSTS in which to

grow. It would have died out. Do you see EBOLA any more? How about

Polio, Meningitis, Bubonic Plague, Measles, German Measles, Mumps,

Rubella, Scarlet Fever, Small Pox, and even Pneumonia any more? While

pneumonia has both viral and bacterial sources, the vaccines that we all

have protect our society. We get vaccinated to PROTECT OTHERS as well

as OURSELVES. When the hospital was completely full of Covid patients

was unable to receive me a few months ago despite my urgent need for

emergency surgery, I desperately sought help from two smaller hospitals

who were incapable of fixing my life-threatening emergency. Finally, four

covid patients died in the bigger hospital, and before the beds were filled

again with UN�VACCINATED patients, they got me into the fourth bed, and

immediately operated on me, saving my life. Don’t be foolish believing the

Russian dis-information that will grossly weaken our military systems and

The Davidtollah
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our national food supplies, and educational systems! They are lying to

YOU, just as Trump did every single day that he was in office. Do some

genuine research: Go downtown to your larger hospitals, and find out

about the numbers. See if you can be admitted for, say, a little brain

surgery. If they are able to fix you, be grateful. GET VACCINATED.

�45 Reply

Marilyn Shepherd

 Reply to    18 days ago

That is such a lie, that didn’t happen, why do you peddle this

nonsense still

16 Reply

Joan Collins

 Reply to    14 days ago

Watch the video and then decide if you think the same way. If you

do then there’s no hope for you. This is scientific evidence. It is not

a vaccine( doesn’t prevent the disease and doesn’t stop the

transmission). This is the evidence.

7 Reply

Dan Lecamp

 Reply to    13 days ago

…And we will pay for the damage too – not the killers at Phizer or

Moderna…look at Australia. Also WHO ( pun intended) owns the

stocks in this death Bizness? OUR OWN GOVERNMENTS!!!

0 Reply

Cammie

 Reply to    12 days ago

I urge you to read the book, “Anyone Who Tells You Vaccines are

Safe and Effective Is Lying”, by Vernon Coleman.

Since the advent of widespread use of vaccines, there has been an

explosion of AUTO�IMMUNE diseases, many cancers, and other

diseases, whereas, before those vaccines, there were almost NONE

of those diseases. That is NOT an opinion but a fact.
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I know too many people who have been ‘vaccinated’ against COVID

who either ended up getting it and are/were sick or VERY sick or

hospitalized, or who suffered/are still suffering really bad side

effects from the vaccine, including Atrial Fibrillation, abnormal

bleeding, miscarriage, or other symptoms, and that is only the

people I PERSONALLY know. I have had lots of vaccines in my

lifetime and suffer from multiple auto-immune and other disorders.

JUST like so MANY others who have been vaccinated. If you want

to have questionable substances injected into your body, that’s

YOUR CHOICE, I would NEVER be so POMPOUS as to DICTATE to

you what medications you ‘should’ take, all I ask is that you return

the favor for the rest of us. If you put your trust in vaccines, that’s

your prerogative, but please don’t ask the rest of us to follow you

like lemmings to the sea.

2 Reply

Dei

 Reply to    12 days ago

Amazing!

�1 Reply

Ken

 Reply to    12 days ago

You do know that rates of Covid have shot up, the more people are

vaccinated, the more cases there are? Yes? Clearly your assertion

that if everyone was vaccinated that there would be no more hosts

is flat out wrong. Evidenced by the South pole base wherein every

one, 100% of them were fully vaccinated and they had a large spike

of the virus spread through them. The countries with the highest

levels of vaccination are now showing the highest levels of covid

infection. A very good analogy is you have a few weeds in your

garden so you treat it with weedkiller. it appears to work a bit at

first then the weeds come back even stronger and the more you

spray, the worse the weeds get. That is NOT how vaccines should

work, but clearly from the case numbers alone, that is what is

happening. They also massively increase the death numbers from

the virus (in the UK� by assiging every death of “ANY” cause within

28 days of a positive test to Covid, even people falling off roofs,

killed in car accidents, heart attacks, strokes, suicides etc… yet

falsely minimise the deaths from the vaccines themselves. The
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whole mainstream presentation of the safety of the vaccines and

the danger from the virus is totally flawed and false.

3 Reply

Joe Biden sucks

 Reply to    4 days ago

Your science has been proven wrong and if you think the shit you

took is protecting you, your nuts , the science says

Masks don’t work

The vaxxed can still get it

The vaxxed can still spread it

The vaxxed can still die from it.

The unvaxxed that got it are 25 times stronger immunity than your

vaxxed sheep.

The vaxx you got doesn’t even work on any virus other than the one

it was specifically for.

The vaxx you got decreases in immunity within 3 to 6 months .

So keep getting boosters for the rest of your life or until they kill

you fool.

1 Reply

Xiao Mao

 Reply to    3 days ago

GET YOUR 15TH BOOSTER. Yeah. OK. Take a hike, shill.

0 Reply

JackGiantSlayer

 Reply to    21 days ago

We have been saying that from the beginning.

1 Reply

Dave Huff

  24 days ago

All part of the plan…..
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34 Reply

Hebegebe

  24 days ago

Sophisticated “snake oil” salesmen at work with the help of a ‘patsy’ in the
audience.

26 Reply

AngelaSD

  24 days ago

Arrest Bourla now!

26 Reply

Hail Caesar

 Reply to    21 days ago

And then stick him with a dozen “jabs”!!

9 Reply

Justin Burch

  24 days ago

I have concluded that this goes far far beyond simply greedy fraud and these
people are out to kill us in a controlled depopulation event.

48 Reply

Godom

 Reply to    23 days ago

It was planned long time ago in the Judeo Masonic lodges. They are in control of

everything, even the churches. The CBDCs are coming and then it will be game

over.

4 Reply

AngelaSD
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rick ponsi

 Reply to    23 days ago

it was Planned by globalists Jew haters not Jews look at Israel how

Many are suffering from this jab

5 Reply

xearther

 Reply to    21 days ago

Jew haters? What a sick joke. You ignore the fact that Jews are

quite capable of killing other Jews in order to achieve an agenda.

You’re trying to apply goy morals to kosher “logic.” It doesn’t work.

4 Reply

skeptic

 Reply to    21 days ago

As is any other people group. Check yourself. Your misplaced

hatred is showing.

1 Reply

Dan Lecamp

 Reply to    13 days ago

Say high to the boss at phizer who called anyone with a brain a

criminal who should be jailed…dood.

0 Reply

wes

 Reply to    21 days ago

It’s the jew banksta’s. If you want a proper explanation see Harry

Vox. He hits the nail on the head. Try to watch his vid with the black

preacher..

You can also seek out writings on Ashkenazi and khazarian. These

people threw their “own” into the fire. Truly, these people are

demons!
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Sagebrush

 Reply to    21 days ago

Right…about 3500 to 4000 years ago.

And who did the Jews adopt this “religion” from? Other peoples in

the area after having been warned not to, and they later paid for it,

just as the High Priests of abortion will. Demons do not particularly

care what nationality or race they inhabit…

2 Reply

Dan Lecamp

 Reply to    13 days ago

Sold to Phizer by netanyahoo like slaves, in a far wore Nuremberg

type event than anything the Germans ever did, I guess because he

needed some witnesses at his corruption trial to disappear. The

Fertility Of Jews and Finns is not affected they say…everyone else

will be.

Fun wow.

 Last edited 13 days ago by Dan Lecamp

0 Reply

Anon

 Reply to    16 days ago

You are a liar. Fauci and his American cohorts, who financed and had a

huge impact in the development of the bio-weapon “covid-19” for their

end plan to get everyone inoculated with this poison, are not Jewish. The

Chinese involved are not Jewish, Bill Gates who is behind this as well, is

not Jewish. The vast, vast majority involved is the covid-19 spread and

inoculation mandates are not Jewish. Israeli politicians with their stupid

belief in these poison “vaccines” are injecting their own people AND

THEMSELVES! Do you think they want to kill themselves and their kids?

These gullible Jewish politicians who actually cannot fathom the evil

involved with these inoculations are just too damn naïve and are just now

slowly waking up to the stupidity of their belief in this poison and that’s

why the politicians stopped talking about the 4th shot they were going to

force onto Israeli citizens.

You are lying just as your lying ancestors did about us Jews killing their

wes
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children to put blood in our matzos when religious Jews are not allowed to

eat blood according to our laws. God punishes and will continue to punish

you vile haters. Your kind always blames us for everything and this has

historically resulted in millions of innocent Jewish people murdered. At the

end of the day, every human gives reckoning for his actions and so will

you, your vile hatred and spread of lies guarantees that God will punish

you. And just a word of reality, you will never destroy us even if you want

to because God makes sure that we Jews will be around forever while you

and your descendants will be long dead.

 Last edited 16 days ago by Anon

1 Reply

Dan Lecamp

 Reply to    13 days ago

I understand many politicians, Jews among them, own shares in

both phizer and moderna. I wonder if netty does too. Intentionally

confusing national Jewishness with religious Jewishness though

imho, is just being plainly deceptive. Especially when he did a far

beyond Nuremberg event himself selling all of Israel to Phizer for a

gigantic EXCLUSIVE medical experiment. Just like they were black

slaves with the drip or 18th century Chinese opium addicts or

something.

0 Reply

Taime Agaire

  24 days ago

Remember this when Trump brags about the speed they were brought forth and
how safe they are.

12 Reply

Martin

 Reply to    24 days ago

Trump no is different then the other puppets.
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Chuck

 Reply to    21 days ago

He certainly didn’t require it like the morons in there today

14 Reply

Helen

 Reply to    21 days ago

Trump removed a lot of hurdles so that the “vaccine” could be fast tracked, he

did NOT tell big pharma what to put in it. Far more sinister forces are at work in

the big pharma population decrease.

10 Reply

JackGiantSlayer

 Reply to    21 days ago

Agree, but harmlessly pushing for a rapid vaccine is not the same as requiring the

said vaccine to feed your family, hold a job, get on a plane or buy groceries. It is

really about intent, isn’t it?

2 Reply

Sagebrush

 Reply to    21 days ago

He only repeated what he had been told…same as all the rest of the puppets in

DC are still doing.

1 Reply

Francis Vaccarella

  24 days ago

Many of us in the states have postulated that the covid drug pushers were
doing a great deal of harm. This doctor brings more of the drug firm’s wanton
policies that are a majour link for the great re-set. Thank you doc.
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Tomko

 Reply to    23 days ago

Don’t trust doctors or at least make sure they’re vetted first. If they recommend

the vax then you need a new doctor.

NEVER go to the hospital if you can help it. You’re worth more to them dead than

alive.

14 Reply

Ignorance of Truth

  23 days ago

I found the video pretty good, until I encountered the clip at the end where all
these TV shows were sponsored by Pfizer. It looked fake, since the Pfizer logo
appears not to match the render quality of the surrounding. I also could not find
any part of it to be true. So please, can someone explain to me why in the world
would you do such a mistake, including such a thing, if your arguments should
stem from the highest level of data?

�15 Reply

Matt

 Reply to    23 days ago

So who’s paying you to say such a stupid comment. Or are you that really that

dumb? Even if you were right the term let’s not throw the baby out with the

bathwater comes to mind. But you’re not right because if you have half an eye

open you know that every other commercial on the news is a pharmaceutical

commercial. Have you been living under a rock for the past 50 years?

7 Reply

Ignorance of Truth

 Reply to    23 days ago

So, tell me then what will happen if you go with a clip like that to the

court? And what will happen if you will share the video with someone pro-

measures? They will nit-pick on that particular things which they can

identify as fraud and not even bother trying to understand the rest. And

sorry, but I do not have time anymore to watch TV – I would say my mind
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is pretty unclouded when it comes to things like that.

I specifically asked here for opinions of others on this part which seems

odd to me and all the answers I got are just reversed mirror.

I am playing the devil’s advocate here, because you have to:

“Whenever one tries to suppress doubt, there is tyranny.” �Simone Weil)

0 Reply

Linden Lee

 Reply to    23 days ago

I think it’s a legit uestion. I don’t compare renders in viewing, but

you’re right… Unless it’s perfect, it would stand in court. And I HAVE

seen a ton of Pfizer ads lately. Hmmm…

5 Reply

Handsome MD

 Reply to    23 days ago

Lately???

3 Reply

Linden Lee

 Reply to    23 days ago

What kind of checking did you of the render quality? Just curious.

2 Reply

Tomko

 Reply to    23 days ago

Exactly! Every time you copy a video the quality degrades

3 Reply

Ignorance of Truth

 Reply to    23 days ago

You have loss of information of some data if and only if you re-

encode the data with a lossy encoder, given you can decode it
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lossless wrt the original encoder (i.e. the original encoder needs to

be known).

I think you can make this a theorem (but I just claim it here).

And btw this gives you another criterion for data implants as they

may differ in the information density. On the visual side there is

more: for example, you can scan for the color space function field

and check if it differs on the apparent implant site.

�4 Reply

Ignorance of Truth

 Reply to    23 days ago

It is just my experience with computer graphics. It was the first reaction of

my mind even before I could verbalize my thoughts. Like you detect fake

images in movies. Basically the first two ones look like copied into the

background. You have to align the image on the target plane. With this

procedure you usually lose information of your source because you break

symmetry under the rotation group of your source (you have discretized

your image). So first think is you could do a filter on the boundary and you

should detect low quality, e.g. too much aliasing. Also, machine-learning

algos are designed to compensate for this defect, making things harder to

detect, making these clips look in particular cheap. So I did not bother. I

tried to find clips of ABC Good morning etc. The clip mentioned in the

video is also discussed on Twitter by a lot people and not a single one

confirmation (but one disapprove) – that is why I have to ask first here.

Moreover, would it have not been more substantial to show a snapshot of

the Media-Politicis-Pfizer shell-game, instead?

�1 Reply

Tomko

 Reply to    23 days ago

What planet are you on? All you have to do is watch TV and about 80% of all

advertisements are BIG PHARMA, particularly the news.

9 Reply

Ignorance of Truth

 Reply to    23 days ago

Linden Lee

Ignorance of Truth

Tomko
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The news are advertisements? How can this go together?

�2 Reply

Perkala

 Reply to    22 days ago

Tomko, News & advertisements should not go together! This is

happening though, even on my local Fox channel weather report.

There is no integrity, no rules to follow. I consider this GUILT by

association. Fox zooms trucks and outdoor fireplaces before and

after the weather. OMG, nothing is a singularity. Looking out my

window is my own true singularity.

1 Reply

Nick

 Reply to    16 days ago

he is on a planet called PHARMARS.

2 Reply

Helen

 Reply to    21 days ago

Pfizer sponsors a LOT of TV. Most people tune out the commercials or mute

them.

2 Reply

Leethal

  23 days ago

That CEO is getting ughlier by the day.

8 Reply

Tomko

 Reply to    23 days ago

Ignorance of Truth

Tomko

Ignorance of Truth

Leethal
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Isn’t it fitting that it would take a veterinarian to do clinical trials on the world

population. In his mind he’s NOT skipping the animal trials.

5 Reply

Aaron

  23 days ago

Check out his partner in crime.

Scott Gottlieb.

Headed FDA 2017/19.

Now sits on Pfizer board.

Hmm.

11 Reply

Godom

 Reply to    23 days ago

The Kosher Pink Swastika at work@

4 Reply

LibtardsInMyTrashBin

  23 days ago

Jewish Supremacism is a danger to our democracy

1 Reply

Dante Weber

  23 days ago

This is on Trump, he’s in on it no doubt, so sad..

0 Reply

Don't even ask my name

Aaron
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 Reply to    23 days ago

He idolises isrehell.

2 Reply

ResistTheBeast

 Reply to    23 days ago

Yes, and Bourla is a “Chosen person of G-d”.

Imagine my shawk!

1 Reply

Shoah Kahn

  23 days ago

Spread this video and information as if were a super-contagious virus… A REAL
one, that is.

3 Reply

Debs

  23 days ago

My Dad died of blood clots in the leg 2 weeks after getting the 2nd jab

5 Reply

Perkala

 Reply to    22 days ago

Debs, you scare the hell out of me! I bet your dad & I were close in age and, I just

had a 2nd jab. Did your dad take blood thinners? I have thought from the

beginning, this virus targets elders.

We are done contributing money, we are takers and, we cost a lot! Wouldn’t it be

great to get rid of medicare, social security? Well, my knowledge gained, is worth

a lot! Our family, country history? I still remember much. This knowledge is

dangerous, so help me god!

5 Reply

Dante Weber

Don't even ask my name

Debs
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Dave

  23 days ago

The jab alters your DNA. According to recent law decisions, you’re no longer
human but a patented organism. You no longer have human rights and they can
do whatever they want with their private property. Including destroying it.

3 Reply

Xiao Mao

 Reply to    22 days ago

Proof? Links?

0 Reply

Edward Hannan

  22 days ago

This video is a compellingly excellent narration of Pfizer’s and Pfizer-BioNTech’s
continuing participation in the horrific coordinated crimes against humanity
collectively perpetrated by not only Moderna, Inc., and Johnson & Johnson and
its subsidiary, Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc., the three manufacturers of mRNA
COVID�19 inoculations approved by the U.S. FDA and CDC for use in the U.S.
�Different COVID�19 Vaccines | CDC, last accessed 1�02�2022�, but also by
Anthony Fauci, M.D., the FDA and the CDC.

Every human capable of sound critical analysis and rational thinking –
particularly healthcare practitioners and those involved in establishing and
administering health care policies – should devote time to reading Robert F.
Kennedy, Jr. The Real Anthony Fauci: Bill Gates, Bit Pharma, and the Global War
on Democracy and Public Health �Skyhorse Publishing, N.Y., N.Y. 2021�. This
449-page book accurately reports historical occurrences concerning the book’s
title topics. Practically every sentence is supported by an end-note citation to
an original, authentic, and authoritative source, most of which reefer to the
content of pharmaceutical manufacturer records; recognized peer-reviewed
medical, microbiological, and virological journals; and official government

Dave
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records, i.e., sources that would be accepted as admissible evidence by any
Anglo-American court to prove the truth of the matter asserted.

A “lie” is an intentional deception in the form of a verifiable assertion that is
literally false. The content of CCC’s video and The Real Anthony Fauci establish
beyond reasonable doubt that all (each and every) pharmaceutical
manufacturer and government proclamation that any COVID�19 inoculation is
“safe” or “effective” to prevent COVID�19 transmission, disease or even viral
load in “fully inoculated” persons is an unadulterated fetid “lie.” Just as a “lie” is
propaganda’s first principle, one of truth’s first principles is “if it has to be
misrepresented or concealed, it’s probably false.”

But this COVID�19 pandemic is much, much more serious: Among other
censored and suppressed facts is that the SARS�CoV�2 virus is an engineered
bioweapon-virus created in 2015 in a “gain-of-function” research project
conducted jointly by the Wuhan Institute of Virology and the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill.

Sources:

1.      Li-Meng Yan, Zhengli-Shi, et al., Angiotensin-converting enzyme2 �ACE2�
proteins of different bat species confer variable susceptibility to SARS�CoV
entry, Arch. Virol. 155�1563�1569 �2010� published online Jun. 22� doi.org
10.1007/s00705�010�0729�6 (last accessed 8�23�2021�.

2010: “The genetically related SARS-like coronavirus �SL�CoV� has been
identified in horseshoe bats of the genus Rhinolophus, its spike protein was not
able to use the human ACE2 (hACE2� protein as a receptor. Close examination
of the crystal structure of human SARS�CoV RBD complexed with hACE2
suggests that truncations in the receptor-binding motif �RBM� region of SL�CoV
spike protein abolish its hACE2-binding ability, and hence the SL�CoV found
recently in horseshoe bats is unlikely to be the direct ancestor of human SARS�
CoV. Also, it has been shown that the human SARS�CoV spike protein and its
closely related civet SARS�CoV spike protein were not able to use a horseshoe
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bat ACE2 as a receptor highlighting a critical missing link in the bat-to-
civet/human transmission chain of SARSCoV” Id., at 1563�1564.

2.      Vineet Menarchery, Zhengli-Shi Li, et al., A SARS-like cluster if circulating
bat corona viruses shows potential for human emergence, Nat Med 21, 1508�
1513 �2015�. https://doi.org/10.1038/nm.3985 (last accessed 8�23�2021�

2015: The WIV/UNC�Chapel Hill team built a chimeric virus by encoding a novel
zoonotic CoV spike protein from the RsHC014�CoV sequence that was isolated
from the Chinese Horseshoe bat. Zhengli-Shi Li provided the SCH014 spike
sequences and plasmids. �See the acknowledgements at page 1513.) Before the
2015 GOF research, the Horseshoe bat corona virus did not transmit to humans
and was not expected to readily transmit to humans without a spike
modification in a secondary host. Also, the virus’ pathogenicity was not
expected to increase. �See page 1512� As a result of the 2015 GOF research the
Horseshoe bat corona virus caused robust infections in both human and mice
airway cultures without RBD adaptation. (RBD is the acronym for the “receptor
binding domain” of the s-spike of a SARS�CoV virus.) “The host range of SARS�
CoV is largely determined by the specific and high-affinity reactions between a
defined receptor-binding domain �RBD� on the SARS�CoV spike protein and its
host receptor, angiontensin-converting enzyme2 �ACE2�.” Document # 1, at
page 1563. And more troubling, the infections did not respond to any known
therapeutic. (see page 1512�

3.  Gain-of-Function” �GOF� research concerning a pathogenic virus has one
purpose: to increase the transmissibility and pathogenicity/lethality of a
pathogenic virus. See the National Institute of Health Office of Science Policy
statement regarding GOF research available at Gain of Function Research –
Office of Science Policy (nih.gov)

4.      B. Coutarda, C. Valleb, X. de Lamballeriea, B. Canardb, N.G. Seidahc, E.
Decrolyb, The spike glycoprotein of the new coronavirus 2019-nCoV contains a
furinlike, cleavage site absent in CoV of the same clade, Antiviral Research
17�2020� 104742 (available on line at
www.elsevier.com/locate/antiviral;https://doi.org/10.1016/j.antiviral.2020.104742

(last accessed 8�23�2021�.
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2020: In February 2020 French and Canadian virologists collaborated in
analyzing the corona virus that emerged in 2019 in Wuhan, China. In summary,
the team reported:

“In 2019, a new coronavirus �2019-nCoV� infecting Humans has emerged in
Wuhan, China. Its genome has been sequenced and the genomic information
promptly released. Despite a high similarity with the genome sequence of
SARS�CoV and SARS-like CoVs, we identified a peculiar furin-like cleavage site
in the Spike protein of the 2019-nCoV, lacking in the other SARS-like CoVs.”

The “furin-like cleavage site in the spike protein of the 2019-nCoV” that was
“lacking in the other SARS-like CoVs” is precisely how the 2015 GOF research
modified the spike protein of SARS�CoV.

6 Reply

jimmy

  21 days ago

the vax is a bio weapon

2 Reply

David Liew

  21 days ago

The video is an excellent and clear presentation of evidences of massive fraud
by Pfizer to deceive the world. May I know how to get a pdf version of the video
presentation (with website links to the various documents mentioned)? It will be
most helpful as a resource if we want to our leaders and government
authorities. Can someone help?

4 Reply
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Indie

  21 days ago

We need more brave doctors and scientists to come forward and speak the
truth about the effects of this poison. Ivermectin works and should be allowed
to be used freely.

4 Reply

Hugh Jas

  19 days ago

a duhh duhhh duhhhhhh typical sheep citizens not understanding basic biology

0 Reply

Peter

  18 days ago

The company should be sued for misleading World leaders, as well as the
people at large for the sole purpose of profits instead of guarding the welfare
and health of the world population. Some organisations must take the lead and
bring them to justice.

2 Reply

Harold Mason

  17 days ago

Covaxin is the only way to go.

�1 Reply

Cornie Banman

  17 days ago

I would like to have the PDF link.

3 Reply
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KoKo

  2 days ago

“Government of Canada, sponsored by Pfizer”

0 Reply
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